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Abstract 
A standard PC today has an I/O throughput in 
excess of 100MBps. It can, therefore, be used 
as a continuous-media server. Since PC hard- 
ware is also cheap, it is surprising that not many 
continuous-media servers today are built on PC 
hardware. 
This paper describes two things. First, we give 
a summary of I/O measurements on a 200MHz 
Pentium-Pro based machine. Second, we present 
the design and implementation of a continuous- 
media server called Clockwise whose design was 
partially dictated by the measured characteristics of
the hardware. 
1 Introduction 
A typical PC, in its standard configuration, has a 
33Mhz 32-bit PCI bus making I/O speeds possible 
of up to 126MBps. Intrigued by this large perfor- 
mance number we performed I/O performance ex- 
periments on such a machine to learn if the theoret- 
ical performance is practically feasible. 
The reason for performing the measurements 
was to learn whether an Intel-based Personal Com- 
puter can be used as a continuous-media server ma- 
chine. Initially we set our goal to the simultane- 
ous recording and playback of 20 media streams 
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of between one and eight Mbps 1. This choice 
was based on our network technology (155 Mbps 
ATM). However, when we started measuring, we 
quickly learned that we were too conservative: 
When (well-designed) 622 Mbps ATM network 
interface cards become available, we claim that 
we can send up to 60 eight-Mbps media streams 
through the network. 
By performing the UO experiments, we learned 
how to organize system software such that media 
(or other I/O hungry) applications are offered an 
efficient I/O data path. The key issue is that appli- 
cations and system software are organized such that 
the CPU is never in the data path of bulk data trans- 
fers; DMA devices are much better at moving data 
through a machine. One of the design principles 
for the continuous-media server, therefore, became 
to avoid data copying at all cost. Hence, we are 
interested in zero-copying system software. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol- 
lows. Section 2 summarizes the performance mea- 
surements. The actual measurement results and 
analysis will be made available soon [1]. Next, Sec- 
tion 3 describes Clockwise, the continuous-media 
server we have constructed that allows media appli- 
cations a direct data path to the hardware. Section 4 
summarizes this paper. 
2 I/O measurements 
To learn of the issues in transferring large quanti- 
ties of data through a machine, aPC with a 200Mhz 
I Throughout, we use MBps to indicate megabytes per sec- 
ond and Mbps to indicate megabits per second. 
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Pentium-Pro processor was set up as experimenta- 
tion machine 2.
The first experiment was to find out the sustained 
performance of a single disk. For this, we equipped 
our machine with a NCR53c810a Fast SCSI-II con- 
troller and we attached a 7,200 RPM Quantum 
Atlas-II disk to the SCSI bus. The Fast SCSI-II 
bus is a 40MHz bus, and uses a minimum of four 
cycles per byte transferred. This means that this bus 
has a maximum throughput of 9.5 MBps. The at- 
tached Quantum Atlas-II has a maximum through- 
put of 9.8 MBps which basically means that this 
disk cannot be used optimally. We learned that the 
measured performance of the disk is 8.7 MBps for 
reading a megabyte from the outer zone and 9.3 
MBps for writing it back. The difference of 0.6 
MBps is caused by a disk read policy: writes (of 
full tracks) are implemented more efficiently than 
reads. 
Next, we equipped the measurement machine 
with several NCR53c810a SCSI-II bus controllers, 
each with a private Quantum Atlas-II disk. The 
goal of this measurement was to learn if aggregate 
disk performance scales linearly with the number 
of disks. We ran the same measurements as for the 
single disk setup, this time by starting all controllers 
at the same time. 
This measurement showed that near-linear 
speedups happen with up to three disks for writing 
and up to four disks for reading. The throughput 
for reading two disks is 2.0 times that of one, for 
three disks the number becomes 2.95 and for four 
disks it is 3.9. For writing these numbers are 2.0, 
2.9, and 3.4. 
The reason for the worse-than-linear speedup of 
disk writes of more than three disks is due to con- 
tention on the PCI bus and memory. When data are 
read on a Pentium Pro, the host memory controller 
(the Intel 440FX [2]) first makes sure that none of 
the CPUs has dirty copies of the requested memory 
address. This verification consumes approximately 
340 nanoseconds for the first memory references 
in a PCI transaction. Later memory references in
2All measurements were performed on Nemesis, a kernel 
with a continuous media scheduler, which is built as a part of 
the Esprit Pegasus project by the University of Cambridge and 
a LinuxfFreeBSD/NetBSD NCR SCSI device driver that was 
ported to the Nemesis kernel. 
the same PCI transaction are performed in stream- 
ing mode. Given that the NCR53c810a transfers at 
most 64 bytes per PCI transaction approximately 
40% of the PCI bandwidth is wasted on this verifi- 
cation. The maximum achievable performance with 
NCR53c810a controller is approximately 34MBps, 
which resembles the measured performance. 
The NCR53c875 Ultra SCSI PCI [5] controller 
has a maximum PCI transaction of 512 bytes. This 
means that the time to perform the dirty data veri- 
fication can be divided over 4 times as many bytes, 
which reduces the overhead substantially. Theoret- 
ically, the NCR53c875 controllers can transfer data 
with speeds up to 114 MBps. 
We repeated the multi-disk experiments with 
one to four NCR53c875 Ultra SCSI controllers, 
each equipped with between one to three 10,000 
RPM Seagate Cheetah disks which have a sustained 
(measured) transfer ate of 1311 MBps. We per- 
formed two experiments. The "3" experiments a - 
signed disks naively to the available SCSI con- 
trollers: the first three disks were assigned to the 
first SCSI controller, the next three disks to the 
next SCSI controller, et cetera. Since the (theoreti- 
cal) performance of three Seagate Cheetahs i more 
than the Ultra SCSI bus can sustain, the experiment 
"2+1" assigned the first two disks to the first SCSI 
controller, before using the next SCSI controller. 
To measure the performance of nine or more disks 
in the "2+1" configuration, the third disks on each 
SCSI controller was used. 
Figure 1 shows the performance of the disks un- 
der the two experiments. We measured a maximum 
performance of 100.1 MBps for reading amegabyte 
from 12 parallel disk and 90.0 MBps for writing a 
megabyte to 12 parallel disks. It turns out that up to 
approximately 80 MBps (8 disks), reads and writes 
perform equally well depending on the disk alloca- 
tion strategy. The Figure shows that, as expected, 
the "2+1" strategy performs better for the first 8 
disks with a performance improvement of approxi- 
mately 10MBps. 
However, when the ninth disk is assigned to the 
first string, performance of the "2+1" configura- 
tion quickly deteriorates below the "3" configura- 
tion. We think this is caused by contention on the 
PCI bus. We have simulated the behavior of the 
PCI bus transfers for the two configurations. First, 
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Figure 2: PCI bus conflicts 
we defined a bus conflict when two or more SCSI 
controllers want to access the PCI bus simultane- 
ously and next, we simulated the execution of a 
large number of MB reads and writes on the par- 
allel disks. 
Figure 2 shows the number of bus conflicts for 
both configurations. It shows that for 9 disks there 
are slightly more conflicts on the PCI bus, and for 
10 disks there are an order of magnitude more con- 
flicts on the PCI bus. Further, when 9 disks are 
used, the "3" configuration only uses 3 controllers, 
while the "2+1" configuration uses 4 controllers. 
We think that the combination of these two effects 
are the reason for the dramatic performance drop of 
the "2+1" configuration. 
In any case, the key to attain such I/O speeds is 
by using the DMA devices extensively. For all ex- 
Figure 3: Clockwise's architecture 
periments, the CPU has never been in the data path. 
As has been shown by McVoy et al. [9], including 
the CPU in the data path can substantially hinder 
the data movement through a machine. 
3 Clockwise 
Clockwise is a continuous-media fileserver that al- 
lows media applications (or other I/O hungry ap- 
plications) to take advantage of the hardware capa- 
bilities of the underlying machinery. The structure 
of Clockwise is such that when transferring data 
between etworks and storage devices (critical de- 
vices of a continuous-media server), the CPU is not 
required for bulk data transfer. 
The structure of Clockwise is shown in Figure 3. 
This Figure shows that a Clockwise hierarchy con- 
sists of three layers: the disk layer, the application 
layer and the network layer. The disk layer is re- 
sponsible for the scheduling, storage and retrieval 
of so-called dynamic partitions. The application 
layer (servlets), is responsible for interpreting the 
data stored in the dynamic partitions and the net- 
work layer is responsible for transferring data on 
and off the network. 
Dynamic partitions in Clockwise are a way of 
grouping related blocks (of a megabyte) together, 
much like the grouping of blocks in Loge [4] and 
Logical Disk [3]. Dynamic partitions are adminis- 
trated by the disk layer in a partition table. This par- 
tition table lists for each dynamic partition which 
blocks are allocated to the dynamic partition and 
on which disk the blocks are allocated. The place- 
ment of blocks on disks can be determined by the 
applications themselves. 
An application can "open" a partition to read and 
write blocks from the dynamic partition with a set 
of Quality of Service parameters. These parameters 
specify the average bandwidth with which the ap- 
plication transfers data and the amount of buffering 
it requires to operate. If, for example, a constant 
bit rate video stream is played from a Clockwise 
dynamic partition, the bandwidth parameter repre- 
sents the bit rate of the stream. Also, the applica- 
tion presents how many transfer buffers it requires 
to maintain a constant flow of data (e.g. by dou- 
ble buffering). The Clockwise scheduler uses the 
bandwidth parameters for a schedulability est, and 
to order the requests in an EDF queue [7]. 
Once an application has opened adynamic parti- 
tion, the Clockwise disk layer provides the applica- 
tion with an efficient data path to the I/O hardware. 
An application can present work to the disk layer, 
and the only thing Clockwise does is to verify the 
memory address(es) that are presented by the user 
application, to assign physical disk addresses to the 
request based on the user supplied dynamic parti- 
tion address and to start the I/O devices when the 
operation is due - Clockwise does not touch the 
bulk data. 
Clockwise also manages the physical memory on 
the Clockwise server machine. The reason for this 
is two-fold; First, each application requires mem- 
ory to run and secondly, Clockwise needs to pro- 
tect itself against malicious clients. It is expected 
that two types of applications run on a Clockwise 
server: applications that require vast amounts of 
memory such as Unix-like file systems and me- 
dia applications that require memory for buffer- 
ing of media data, Since physical memory is al- 
located through Clockwise, Clockwise can mediate 
between memory requests from both type of clients. 
The second reason to implement a memory man- 
ager inside Clockwise is to protect Clockwise (and 
other applications) against malicious clients. Since 
applications pass data pointers to Clockwise that 
are directly inserted in the SCSI chips, Clockwise 
needs to verify the validity of the address. For this, 
Clockwise keeps a list of valid addresses per client 
application. 
Clockwise is currently available with a few appli- 
cations: a file-system application and a media ap- 
plication. The file-system application implements 
a number of existing file systems: McKusick's 
FFS [8], Lunis' EXT2FS, and an implementation 
of BSD LFS [10, 11], each with their own NFS 
server. The media application allows the recording 
and playback of digitized audio and video data. 
3.1 Media applications 
The media application communicates with the 
Clockwise server to store and retrieve so-called 
media blocks from disks. Media blocks hold the 
raw digitized and possibly compressed audio and 
video. It is quite likely that a media contains many 
media blocks and the collection of media blocks is 
stored in a Clockwise dynamic partition. 
When a media application is activated, it pro- 
vides a number of Quality of Service parameters to
the network, CPU, disk and memory. The network 
QoS and CPU QoS are negotiated with the network 
driver and the host operating system, respectively. 
The disk and memory Quality of Service param- 
eters are presented to Clockwise. Clockwise al- 
locates disk bandwidth by applying the aforemen- 
tioned schedulability tests, and it allocates a num- 
ber of memory buffers. 
We use Fore Systems AVAs and ATVs to record 
and render digitized audio and video. An AVA is 
device that connects to an ordinary (CCD) camera 
on one side and to an ATM link on the other side. It 
digitizes the analogue audio and video and it is able 
to compress the video by using motion-JPG com- 
pression [12]. Once activated, an AVA produces 
a continuous flow of AAL5 packets with digitized 
audio and video. An ATV is the reverse device: it 
renders all AAL5 packets it receives on a television 
set. Note that the AVA and ATV do not use any syn- 
chronization: they simply digitize the current frame 
or render the current ATM input. 
The AVA does not digitize entire video frames, 
but rather a number of scan-lines. A possible con- 
figuration is that the AVA outputs an AAL5 ATM 
packet whenever it has digitized a small number 
of scan-lines, a few tiles of video. The advantage 
of this approach is that end-to-end latency between 
source and sink is minimized: rather than having 
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to wait for the transmission of the entire digitized 
frame, a rendering device can update the screen 
whenever an AAL5 packet has been received with 
only a few scan lines. 
The disadvantage of the transmission of the small 
number of scan lines is that AAL5 packets can 
be quite small when motion-JPG compression is
enabled. Consider for example a configuration 
where the 768x288 television screen is transmit- 
ted as 72 AAL5 packets (a common configuration 
for the AVA) to a Clockwise server. This means 
that every 384x8 pixels are transmitted as a sep- 
arate AAL5 packet, with an uncompressed size of 
approximately 3KB. If, however, motion-JPG is en- 
abled, the resulting packet size can be between 200 
bytes and 3KB. 
To avoid copying of data to store the received 
media consecutively on disk, Clockwise allows 
the reading and writing of data through scatter- 
gather lists. Rather than pointing to a single large 
buffer, a scatter-gather lists points to a number of 
(small) buffers that together form a dynamic parti- 
tion block. Since the underlying hardware is capa- 
ble of dealing directly with such scatter-gather lists, 
Clockwise only makes sure that the presented data 
pointers are part of the Clockwise memory before 
it transmits the list to the hardware. 
Index information to the raw AVA media data 
are required to allow later interpretation f the me- 
dia dynamic partition. The information consists of 
three types: a time track, a tile track and a frame 
track. The time track records the relative time of a 
frame within the movie. The tile track records the 
sizes of the tiles within a frame and the frame track 
records the addresses of independent frames within 
the movie. When an AVA movie is recorded, the 
AVA media application generates these index tracks 
on the fly. The reason for recording a separate tile 
index file is because the tiles can have a varying 
size when motion-JPG is recorded. 
The index files themselves are stored on a Unix- 
like file system (described below) and can be ac- 
cessed by clients through the NFS interface. 
3.2 File system applications 
There exist a large number of Unix-like file systems 
today that all optimize for different characteristics. 
McKusick's Fast File System (FFS) [8] optimizes 
by grouping groups of cylinders and files that are 
located in the same user directory are stored in the 
same cylinder group. If a directory is read, the disk 
heads are already located at the correct cylinder for 
reading a file from that directory. 
Rosenblum's Log-structured File System 
(LFS) [10] recognizes that by using large read 
caches, disks are dominantly used for write oper- 
ations. By optimizing write accesses to disk, the 
entire file system is faster. Writes can be optimized 
by only performing batches of writes to the end of 
a file-system log. Every once in a while, the log is 
cleaned and unaccessible data is removed. 
It is a tremendous task to make each file system 
type available under Clockwise. Fortunately, the 
NetBSD 3 Unix-like system implements a virtual- 
file system (VFS) with a number of Unix-like file 
systems incorporated. By making VFS available 
under Clockwise, each of the incorporated file sys- 
tems are also available under Clockwise. Currently 
the following file systems are incorporated: McKu- 
sick's FFS, Lunis' EXT2FS, and an implementation 
ofBSD LFS [11]. 
VFS is part of the Unix-like kernel, while Clock- 
wise is part of the Nemesis kernel. Since Nemesis 
is radically different from Unix-like systems, an in- 
terface layer is required that maps Unix-like kernel 
procedure calls onto Nemesis primitives. This layer 
implements procedures like sleep and wakeup, and 
routines to emulate calls to disable interrupts that 
are available inside the Unix-like kernels. Further 
it provides an interface to Clockwise that is inserted 
into VFS just like a Unix-like device driver. 
File system caching in VFS is implemented by 
a simple LRU based block cache. Clockwise VFS 
is made such that it allocated memory buffers for 
caching from the Clockwise server ather than call- 
ing into the Unix-like memory allocator. Each VFS 
tries to allocate as much memory as possible to in- 
crease the number of cache hits and to reduce the 
number of disk operations. However, when Clock- 
wise needs memory for new clients, or when a VFS 
uses too much memory in comparison with other 
clients, Clockwise may re-possess earlier allocated 
3NetBSD is a public domain implementation f the Berke- 
ley BSD4.4 definition. 
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memory buffers. 
To allow remote clients to use a VFS, it can be 
NFS-mounted by remote clients. 
3.3 Status 
Clockwise has been implemented and is currently 
used for experiments. Since Clockwise does not 
copy bulk data once, we are confident that the mea- 
sured application performance is close to the raw 
bandwidth as is presented in Section 2. 
The use of standard file-system software as a user 
application on top of Clockwise has been proven 
invaluable: not a single file has been lost since the 
system was declared finished. The integration of 
an NFS server helped debugging the media appli- 
cations since media index data could be processed 
by using standard Unix utilities on Unix machinery. 
4 Summary 
This paper shows two things: (1) a PC today can be 
used for applications that produce or consume high 
I/O loads and (2) this I/O performance can easily 
be "given" to applications by carefully structuring 
the system software. To demonstrate he I/O ca- 
pabilities of PCs a number of I/O performance ex- 
periments have been performed. These measure- 
ments show that disk I/O performance is not the 
limiting factor in a PC, but rather network band- 
width and bus-centered devices now form a serious 
bottleneck. 
By constructing a storage server that allows ap- 
plications to exploit the DMA capabilities of the 
physical hardware, applications can be constructed 
elegantly and hardware can be used efficiently. The 
elegance is from the fact as far as applications are 
concerned, they communicate almost directly to the 
hardware and can use dynamic partitions as if they 
are using a raw disk. Clockwise is efficient because 
it does not introduce unnecessary data copying in 
the I/O path. Lastly, since the CPU is not in the 
bulk data path anymore, it can be used for other 
file system operations, uch as off-line compression 
and decompression f media data. Clockwise does 
not "hide the power." 
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